Regression testing is an expensive maintenance process directed at validating modified software. Regression test Selection techniques attempt to reduce the cost of regression testing by selecting tests from a program's existing test suite. Many regression test selection techniques have been proposed. Although there have been some analytical and empirical evaluations of individual techniques, to our knowledge only one comparative study, focusing on one aspect of two of these techniques, has been performed. We conducted an experiment to examine the relative costs and benefits of several regression test selection techniques. The experiment examined five techniques for reusing tests, focusing on their relative abilities to reduce regression testing effort and uncover faults in modified programs. Our results highlight several differences between the techniques, and expose essential tradeoffs that should be considered when choosing a technique for practical application.
The simplest regression testing strategy, retest all, reruns every test in the initial test suite. This approach, however, can be prohibitively expensive -rerunning all tests in the test suite may require an unacceptable amount of time. An alternative approach, regression test selection, reruns only a subset of the initial test suite. Of course, this approach is imperfect as well -test selection techniques can have substantial costs, and can discard tests that could reveal faults, possibly reducing fault detection effectiveness.
This tradeoff between the time required to select and run tests and the fault detection ability of the tests that are run is central to regression test selection. Because there are many ways in which to approach this tradeoff, a number of test selection techniques have been proposed (e.g., [I, 4, 8, 9, 12, 15, 211) . Although there have been some analytical and empirical evalua,tions of individual techniques [4, 18, 20, 211 , to our knowledge only one comparative study, focusing on one aspect of two of these techniques, has been performed [lS] .
We hypothesize that different regression test selection techniques create different tradeoffs betwleen the costs of selecting and executing tests, and the need to achieve sufficient fault detection ability. Because there have been few controlled experiments to quantify these tradeoffs, we conducted such a study. Our results indicate that the choice of regression test selection algorithm significantly affects the cost-effectiveness of regression testing. Below we review the relevant literature, describe the test selection methods we examined, and present our experimental design, analysis, and conclusions.
REGRESSION TESTING SUMMARY AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Regression Testing
Let P be a procedure or program, let P' be a modified version of P , and let T be a test suite for P . A typical regression test proceeds as follows:
1. Select T' C T , a set of tests to execute on P'.
2. Test P' with T ' , establishing P"S correctness with respect to T'.
3.
4.
.
If necessary, create T", a set of new functional or structural tests for P'. Test P' with T", establishing P"s correctness with respect to T".
Create T"', a new test suite and test history for P', from T , TI, and T".
Although each of these steps involves important problems, in this article we restrict our attention to step 1, which involves the regression test selection problem.
Regression Test Selection Techniques
A variety of regression test selection techniques have been described in the research literature. Rothermel and Harrold [ZO] describe several families of techniques;
we consider three such families, along with two additional approaches often used in practice. We here describe these families and approaches, and give a representative example of each -we utilize these representative examples in our experimentation. 
Mznimitation
Open Questions
None of the studies just described examined non-safe techniques, and none compared more than two techniques. 
Operational Model
To test our hypotheses we needed to measure the costs and benefits of each test selection algorithm. To do this we constructed two models: one for calculating the cost of using a test selection technique, and another for calculating the fault detection ,effectiveness of the resulting test suite. We here restrict our attention to the costs and benefits defined by these models, but there are many other costs and benefits these models do not capture. Some possible additions to the models are discussed in Section 5. 
O n a per-test basis:
One way to measure a reduction in the fault-detection effectiveness of a selective retest technique, given program P a.nd faulty version PI, is t80 identify those tests that are iin T and reveal a fault in P', but that are not in T'. This quantity can then he normalized by the number of fault-revealing tests in 1".
One problem with this approach is that multiple tests may reveal a given fault. In this case some tests coulld be discarded without reduciing effectiveness; however, this measure penalizes such at decision.
O n a per-test-suite basis:
Another approach is io classify the results of test selection into one of three outcomes: (1) 
Threats to Internal
Validity. Threats to internal validity are influences that can affect the dependent variables without the researcher's knowledge. Our greatest concern is instrumentation effects that can bias our results.
Instrumentation effects are caused by differences in the test process inputs: the code to be tested, the locality of the program change, or the composition of the test suite. In this study, we use two different criteria for composing test suites: one in which test suites are randomly selected from the test pool, and one in which the test suite must provide edge coverage. However, at this time we do not control for the structure of the subject programs, nor for the locality of program changes. To limit problems related to this, we run each test selection algorithm on each test suite and each subject program.
Threats to External
Validity. Threats to external validity are conditions that limit our ability to generalize the results of our experiment to industrial practice.
We considered two sources of such threats: (1) artifact representativeness, and (2) process representativeness.
Artifact representativeness is a threat when the subject programs are not representative of programs found in industrial practice. There are several such threats in this experiment. First, the subject programs are of small size. As discussed earlier, there is some evidence to suggest that larger programs allow greater test set reduction, although at higher cost than small programs. Thus, larger program may be subject to different costbenefit tradeoffs. Also, there is exactly one seeded error in every subject program. Industrial programs have much more complex error patterns.
Threats regarding process representativeness arise when the testing process we use is not representative of the industrial one. This may also endanger our results because our test suites may be more or less comprehensive than those created in practice. Also, our experiment, mimics a corrective maintenance process, but there are many other times in which regression testing might be used.
Threats to Construct
Validity. Threats to construct validity arise when measurement instruments do not adequately capture the concepts they are supposed to measure. For example, in this experiment our measures of cost and effectiveness are very coarse. For ex-.
ample, they treat all faults as equally severe.
3.4.6 Analysis Strategy. Our analysis strategy ha; three steps. First we summa.rize the data. Then we compare the ability of the test selection methods to reduce test suite size, and we compare the fault-detection effectiveness of the resulting test suites. Here, we establish that, in general, larger reductions in test suite size lead to greater reductions in fault detection effectiveness. Finally, we make several comparisons between nonrandom (i.e., minimization, safe, and dataflow) aincl random methods. For example, in one analysis we explore how large analysis cost:$ can become before the non-random methods become less cost-effective than random ones. In this article, we frequently use box plots (e.g., Figure   1 value for the conditioning variable. For example Figure  3 depicts the fault detection effectiveness for test suites created by different methods, conditioned on the program on which the test suite was run. That means that the data is partitioned into six subsets; one for each program. And then we draw one boxplot for each subset. Table 1 provides the average test suite sizes for the six programs. We show the data .from the coverage-based suites only, because by construction, the random suites have the same sizes. The average test suite size ranges from about 100 tests for tcas to about 400 for replace. Figure 1 depicts the distribution of fault detection effectiveness for all test suites over the six programs. We see that effectiveness differs substantially across different programs. For example, the median fault detection effectiveness foE tcas is only about 70%. We can also see that some combinations of test suites and program versions have an effectiveness at or near 0 (e.g., both replace and schedule2 exhibit outliers at 0%).
DATA AND ANALYSIS
Test Suite Characteristics
Test Suite Size Reduction
Figure 2 depicts the ability of each method to reduce test suite size, conditioned on program. For these programs, we see that the random methods extract a constant percentage of the tests (by construction) and that minimization (by nature of the modifications made to the subjects) almost always (91%) selects only 1 test.
Interestingly, the safe and the dataflow methods have nearly identical performance (median reduced suite size is 74% for coverage suites and 58% for random).
Fault Detection
Figure 3 depicts the fault-detection effectiveness of test suites selected with each method, conditioned on pro-
gram. Overall, we found that minimization had the lowest fault-detection effectiveness. The effectiveness of the random methods increased with test suite size, but that rate of increase diminished as size increased. Again the safe and dataflow methods exhibited similar median performances, but the dataflow distribution exhibited greater variance. This occurs because in some cases dataflow allows faults to escape, while the safe method does not.
Cost-Benefit Tradeoffs
We find a clear tradeoff between test suite size and detection rate. As the size of the selected test suite decreases so does fault-detection effectiveness. This relationship is depicted in Figure 4 .
If we do not consider the analysis costs of non-random methods, then the decision to use a particular selection method will depend on the penalty for missing faults in relation to the cost of running more tests. This will obviously depend on many context-specific factors.
In this section we explore the effect oil analysis costs for non-random methods on the relationships in Figure 4 . To do this we examine how each non-random method compares to random methods and to each other. We assume that the analysis costs for non-random methods can be stated in terms of the cost to run a single test (analysis costs for random methods are 0), and then we characterize how many tests can be run (i.e., how long analysis can take) before the non-random method becomes less cost-effective than random ones.
We begin with minimization, the rule with the smallest test suites and lowest fault-detection effectiveness. We will compare its detection rate to that of a randomized rule calibrated to have the same total computational cost. Our goal is to find an upper bound, IC, on the 
Safe us.
Randomzzatzon. The analysis here is similar to the previous analyses, except that the safe method always found the fault if a fault-revealing test existed. Therefore no random method has the same detection effectiveness as the safe method. Instead, we look for random methods that found a fixed percentage ( l O O ( 1 -p)%) of the faults. Then, we again determine a value of 1, such that there is a randomized method with the same total cost as the safe method and 100( 1 -p)% the detection effectiveness.
We found that there exists a randomized rule with the same average test suite size (i.e., k=O) as the safe method that finds faults 93% ( p = 0.07) as often in half the program-versions as the safe method does. When 1 = 0.5 there is a randomization rule as costly as the safe method that detects faults 95% as often in half the program-versions. When IC = 6, the randomization rule detects faults at least 98% as often as the safe method in half the program-versions.
Retest all. The safe method always found all faults that could be found given the test suites used. Therefore, a safe method is preferable to running all tests in the test suite if and only if analysis costs are less than the costs of running the unselected tests. selected test suites for schedule2 were typically 99% as large as the original suites, while those for printtokens2 are about 37% as large.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article we present initial results of an empirical study of selective regression techniques. This study examined some of the costs and benefits of several test selection methods. Our results, although preliminary, highlight several differences among the techniques, expose essential tradeoffs, and provide an infrastructure for further research by ourselves and others.
As we discussed earlier, this experiment, like any other, has several limits to its validity. Keeping this in mind, we drew several observations from this work.
